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INTRODUCTION

Theoretical models propose that the structure of silicate glass 
is dominated by discrete silicate units with short-to-medium-
range order, and that the physiochemical properties of silicate 
glasses are controlled by the relative percentage of these co-ex-
isting silicate units (Bell et al. 1968; Hess 1975; Masson et al. 
1970; McMillan and Wolf 1995; Mysen et al. 1982b; Nesbitt and 
Fleet 1981; Toop and Samis 1962). Therefore, to understand the 
behavior of silicate glasses it is necessary to identify and quantify 
the silicate units that contribute to their short- to medium-range 
structure. Spectroscopic techniques such as nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR), X-ray absorption Þ ne structure (XAFS), 
neutron diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy have been used 
previously to characterize the structural units in silicate glasses 
(Bessada et al. 1994; Cormier et al. 1996; Fayon et al. 1998, 1999; 
Poe et al. 1992; Rybicki et al. 2001; Stebbins 1995). To provide 
a more complete inventory and understanding of the structural 
units in silicate glasses, a method for identifying and quantifying 
structural units from infrared (IR) data is discussed.

The structural units in silicate glasses are commonly modeled 
using the silicate units found in crystals (e.g., minerals; Fig. 1). 
The silicate units in crystals are a subgroup of the structural units 
and they are grouped according to their ratio of non-bridging 
oxygen per network forming tetrahedra (NBO/T) to provide 
a measure of their polymerization (Fig. 1; Heaton and Moore 
1957; Hess 1989; McMillan and Wolf 1995; Mysen et al. 1982b). 
However, the bulk silicate glass typically contains more than one 
structural unit; for example, Þ ve silicate units are identiÞ ed in 

many studies (e.g., Stebbins 1995; Fig. 1 and Table 1a). There-
fore, the bulk NBO/T of a glass is used to indicate its average 
polymerization state, such that a silicate glass with a low NBO/T 
has a highly polymerized structure presumably dominated by 
silicate units with low NBO/T (Fig. 1).

Silicate units may be detected using vibrational spectroscopy 
because they each have a distinct molecular geometry that will 
scatter, emit, and/or absorb light at a discrete frequency. In the 
case of Raman spectroscopy, silicate units are detected if their 
polarizability changes when they are subject to one vibrational 
quantum of energy (Herzberg 1945). Thus Raman spectra of 
silicate glasses may be �deconvolved� into discrete structural 
units. We use the term �deconvolve� in this study to describe this 
process although we recognize that strictly �deconvolve� refers 
to a mathematical function (Hawthorne and Waychunas 1988). In 
contrast, with IR spectroscopy the silicate units are detected when 
their dipole moment changes as they are subject to incoming 
energy at the resonant vibrational frequency. Yet IR spectra are 
not commonly �deconvolved� into discrete structural units.

This paper details a method for resolving individual Voigt-
shaped bands from micro-reß ectance Fourier Transform IR 
(μR-FTIR) spectra that have been transformed into absorbance 
spectra, with the primary goal of identifying speciÞ c silicate unit 
vibrations. The position and number of the bands to use in any 
Þ tting process may be identiÞ ed using a model-independent or 
model-dependent process. In a model-independent Þ t, the bands 
are added arbitrarily to maximize a goodness of Þ t and are sub-
sequently assigned to silicate units based on previous work. In 
a model-dependent Þ t, bands are added at positions predicted 
for silicate units from empirical crystal chemical calculations. 
In the proposed model we combine the two approaches by sys-
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ABSTRACT

Eight silicate unit vibrational modes were identiÞ ed in a suite of PbO-SiO2 glasses using micro-
reß ectance Fourier Transform infrared (μR-FTIR) spectra that were transformed using the Kram-
ers-Kronig relation. The transformed FTIR spectra, in the 800�1200 cm�1 range, were deconvolved 
systematically into eight Voigt-shaped bands at centers that were predicted from the second derivative 
of the spectra. The area of the eight bands varied as a function of SiO2 content, and these trends were 
combined with theoretical constraints to identify and assign the bands to seven provisional silicate units: 
SiO4

4� (830 and 860 cm�1), Si2O7
6� (900 cm�1), Si6O18

12� (950 cm�1), Si2O6
4� (980 cm�1), Si4O11

6� (1010 cm�1), 
Si2O5

2� (1050 cm�1), and SiO2 (1100 cm�1). The provisional units were then grouped according to their 
NBO/T values: NBO/T = 4 (SiO4

4�), NBO/T = 3 (Si2O7
6�), NBO/T = 2 (Si6O18

12� and Si2O6
4�), NBO/T = 1 

(Si4O11
6� and Si2O5

2�) and NBO/T = 0 (SiO2).  The derived quantities of each NBO/T unit compare 
favorably with nuclear magnetic resonance data for PbO-SiO2 glasses reported in the literature. This 
new approach for determining glass structure is advantageous because it may be performed on small 
Fe-bearing samples with minimal preparation, and analyses are rapid and relatively inexpensive.
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